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I. SUMMARY

ABB CE is evaluatingalternate methodsof coal feed acrossa pressurebarrier for its
pressurizedcoal gasificationprocess. The Lockheed KineticExtruderhas shownto
be one of the mostpromisingsuch developments.

In essence, the KineticExtruderconsistsof a rotor in a pressurevessel. Coal enters
the rotorand is forced outward to the surroundingpressurevessel by centrifugal force.
The force on the coal passingacrossthe rotor serves as a pressure barrier.

Shouldthis technologybe successfullydevelopedand tested, it could reduce the cost
of IGCC technologyby replacingthe large Iockhoppersconventionallyused wit,h a
much smallersystem. This will significantlydecrease the size of the gasifier island.

Kinetic Extrudertechnologyneeds testingover an extended period of time to develop
and prove the long term reliabilityand performanceneeded in a commercial
application. Major issues to be investigatedin this programare component designfor
high temperatures,turn-down,scale-upfactors,and cost.

Such a test wouldonly be economicallyfeasible if it could be conducted on an existing
plant. This woulddefray the cost of powerand feedstock. Such an installationwas
plannedfor the CE IGCC RepoweringProject in Springfield,Illinois. Due to budgetary
constraints,however,this provisionwas droppedfrom the presentplant design. It is
believedthat,with minordesignchanges, a small scale test versionof the Kinetic
Extrudercouldbe installedparallelto an existingIockhoppersystemwithoutprior
space allocation.

KineticExtrudertechnologyrepresentssignificantpotentialcost savingsto the IGCC
process. For this reason, a test programsimilarto that specifiedfor the Springfield
projectwouldbe a worthwhileendeavor.



U. INTRODUCTION

ABB CE is participatingin a $270 millioncoal gasificationcombinedcyclerepowering
project that willprovidea nominal60 MWe of electricityto City Water, Light& Power
(CWL&P) in Springfield,Illinois. The ABB CE projectwill demonstrateIntegrated
Gasification CombinedCycle (IGCC) technologyin a commercial applicationby
repowering an existingCWL&P plant. The projectdurationwill be 126 months,
includinga 63 monthdemonstrationperiod.

The IGCC systemwillconsistof ABB CE's air-blown,entrained-flow,two-stage,
pressurizedcoal gasifier;an advanced hot gas cleanup process;a combustionturbine
adapted to use Iow-Btucoal gas; and all necessarycoal handlingequipment.
CVVL&P'sLakesidestation will be the sitefor thisproject. The resultof repowering
will be an IGCC powerplantwith low environmentalemissionsand highnet plant
efficiency. The repoweringwill increase plantoutputby 40 MWe throughadditionof
the combustionturbine,thus providinga total IGCC capacity of a nominal6b MWe.
Nearly half of the projectwill be funded by the United States Departmentof Energy
(DOE), under roundII of the Clean Coal TechnologyProgram,while CWL&P, State of
Illinois,and ABB CE will fund the rest.

The IGCC will includeABB-CE's slagging,entrained-flowgasifieroperatingin a
pressurized modeand using air as the oxidant. The hot gas will be cleanedof
particulatematter (char) which is recycledback to the gasifier. After particulate
removal, the productgas will be cleaned of sulfur prior to burningin a gas turbine.

The proposedprojectincludesdesign and demonstrationof an advancedhot gas
cleanup processfor removal of sulfurfrom the productgas. The sulfur removal
method features a newlydeveloped mo'¢ingbed zinc titanate systemdownstreamof
the gasifier. ABB CE intendsto use the General Electric (GE) movingbed, zinc
titanate sulfurremovalsystemcurrentlybeing pilotedby GE EnvironmentalSystems,
Inc.

In this plant, the gasifierwill be producinga Iow-Btugas (LBG). The LBGwill be used
as fu_l in a standardGE gas turbine to producepower. This gas turbinewill have the
capacity to fire LBGand natural gas (for start-up). Since firing LBG uses less air than
natural gas, the gas turbine air compressorwill have extra capacity. Thisextra
compressedair willbe used to pressurizethe gasifierand supplythe air needed in the
gasificationprocess.

The plant consistsof three major blocksof equipment. They are the fuel gas island,
which includes the gasiflerand gas cleanup;gas turbine power block;and the steam
turbine block,whichincludesthe steam turbineand the HRSG.



III. BACKGROUND

In order to operate the pressurizedgasifier,pulverizedcoal must be transmittedfrom
the coal bin operatingat atmosphericpressureto the gasifier, which operates at about
275 psia. This process is conventionallyachieved through the use of Iockhoppers.
This system of alternatelypressurizingand depressurizinga pair of vesselsrequires a
great deal of space, is difficultfrom a controlsstandpointand is very expensive. An
alternative method of pressurizingthe coal is needed. ABB CE has been lookingat
several alternate methods. One of the more interestingtechnologiesis the Kinetic
Extruder, a centrifugalcompressordevelopedby Lockheed.

The Kinetic Extruderis essentially,a rotorinstalledin a high pressurehousing. The
rotorhas a hollowhub, to which coal at low pressureis transferred pneumatically.A
number of channels,called sprues, lead radiallyoutwardfrom the hub. Coal is forced
into the sprues by centrifugalforce, forminga seal against the highpressuretransport
gasses (steam or nitrogen)external to the rotor. The sprues act similarto a stand
pipe, with centrifugalforce causedby the rotor'srotationreplacingthe force of gravity.
The sprues do not extendto the outer surface of the rotor,but open intosmall
chambers at the perimeter. Control air at pressureshigher than the systempressure
is injected into these chambers,forcingcoal throughorificeson the outsidediameter
of the rotor. Some of this air leaks back throughthe sprues to the low pressurehub,
while the remaindermixes into the highpressuretransportair (1). Figures1 and 2
show the Kinetic Extruderand its peripheralequipment.

There are four seals requiredin the feeder. Seals 1 and 2 are installedbetween the
rotor and housing,sealing the high pressuretransportgas from the atmosphere. Seal
3 is between the rotorand the stationarycoal feed pipe, sealing the coal filled hub
from the atmosphere. Seal 4 between the housingand hub seals the controlair from
the transport air in the housingso that the controlair does not short circuitaroundthe
rotor. These seals requirea bleed gas to maintainthe seal. This gas bleeds intothe
transport gas, rotor hub and atmosphere. The gas bleeding into the hub must be
removed througha vacuum vent in the coal feed pipe. This gas can then be recycled
back to the pulverizedcoal baghouseto removethe dust.

iV. TECHNOLOGY STATUS

The Kinetic Extruderwas developed in the 1970's and eady 1980's by the Lockheed
Missilesand Space Company, Inc., of Sunnyvale,California,then builtand tested
under a DOE contract. In 1985 the Penn TradingCompany, a subsidiaryof MPG
hlternational, Inc. boughtall patent rightsto KineticExtruder technologyfrom
Lockheed. MPG then approachedCE with the technologyin July, 1986.

Under the DOE contract, Lockheed'smodel6 KineticExtruder was operated for a total



Under the DOE contract, Lockheed's model 6 Kinetic Extruder was operated for a
total of 335 hours. The majority of this operation was non continuous, so no
information was gathered related to performance after ex_ended periods of
operation. Nitrogen was used as the transport gas, and coal temperatures were
maintained at approximately 100 F. The maximum working pressure was 400
psia, and the maximum throughput was 2.25 tph. The system was operated using
a number of coals, fed in a closed-loop arrangement, where the feedstock was
continuously recirculated through the system. This procedure can skew
performance results since coal particle distribution is altered somewhat each time
the material passes through the system.

The unit was operated with high-wear parts (sprues, nozzles and funnels)
constructed of several different metals so as to compare wear rates of various
materials of construction. By evaluating wear rates for the test period, and
comparing those to allowable wear in each part, it was concluded by Lockheed
that these parts could be constructed to survive one year of operation.(2)

At the completion of this program, the Kinetic Extruder wa¢ disassembled and
shipped to the Institute of Gas Technology in Chicago. There were plans to
conduct additional tests at this location, however funding was never appropriated.
To this date the Kinetic Extruder is located, disassembled, at IGT.

Development took place on a scaled-up version. Under a proprietary contract,
Lockheed worked on a 6 tpd Kinetic Extruder for an unnamed customer, but the
unit was never constructed. Due to the terms of this contract, ABB CE does not
have access to data from this project.

The primary goal of test operation by Lockheed was to determine wear rates of
those components (inner hub, nozzles and sprues) exposed to highly abrasive coa_
flow. Although wear rates for several materials of construction were determined,
those rates reflected approximately 300 hours of operation. To prove that material
wear rates acceptable to utility applications can be achieved, a unit must be
successfully operated for a longer period of time. Such an extended test program
would also yield information related to other concerns which must be addressed
before the system could be commercially implemented. These areas include seal
design, scale-up, turn-down and flow measurement. (each of these issues are
addressed in the next section.) For this reason, Kinetic Extruder technology has
not been developed to the point of im!;.lementation in coal conversions processes.

Although the technology is owned by MPG International, only Dr. Bonin and Mr.
Meyer possess the knowledge needed to design a version of the Kinetic Extruder
without reverting to the earliest stages of investigation. Both of these men have
retired from Lockheed several years ago. Due to contractual obligations, any
further consultation with them would have to take place through MPG.
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V. INVESTIGATION BY ABB CE

The Kinetic Extruder could have the potential of significantly reducing the size and
cost of the gasifier island by replacing iockhoppers with much smaller equipment.
In its present configuration, the coal Iockhopper system for the 600 tpd IGCC
Repowering Project requires uses 2500 ft 3 of tank capacity. The same system for
the char feed system uses 5500 ft3.

It is believed that a Kinetic Extruder system would occupy significantly less space.
This is especially true for units approaching commercial scale, since size and power
requirements for the Kinetic Extruder increase with throughput at a rate less than
Iockhoppers. This idea is explained in the assessment section of this text.

ABB CE was first approached with Kinetic Extruder technology by MPG in 1986.
At that time it was evaluated as an application in CE's pressurized gasification
concept. As development began on the Springfield project, the plant de'sign was
seen as a proper facility in which to conduct the long term tests necessary to
determine the device's feasibility in utility applications.

It was decided that the full size coal and char feed systems for the Springfield
project would initially be constructed utilizing Iockhoppers, since that technology is
the most technically developed dry feed system to date. With a full size
iockhopper system, it would be possible to install a 2 tph Kinetic Extruder system
to test materials and system design for a commercial sized plant. This unit would
be able to operate parallel to the existing Iockhoppers once the remainder of the
plant was successfully operating. The 2 tph Kinetic Extruder would be operated
for such a duration as to determine its ability to serve as the unit's primary coal
delivery system. If this were the case, the Iockhoppers could be replaced by a full
sized, 25 - 30 tph version if funding permitted. If it were determined that a unit
could be designed for higher temperature applications (1000 F|, another 25 - 30
tph unit could be constructed to replace the char Iockhoppers.

In this effort, preliminary process flow diagrams were developed for 2 tph and 25
tph versions of the Kinetic Extruder, for both the coal and char system. The
design of the Springfield project's gasifier island was to include the space
necessary to install 2 tph models for both coal and char feed. Budgetary
Ponstraints first eliminated the 2 tph provision on the char system, then caused the
coal unit to become a future installation.

When preliminary arrangement drawings of the Kinetic Extruder installation were
produced, they indicated that in order to allocate space for this future installation,
the overall height of the structure would be increased. This is due to the separate
receiving and feed bin specified for the 2 tph unit, which are vertically stacked
above and below the Kinetic Extruder. Thei: purpose is explained in the process



description.

A full-sized unit would not need these separate vessels, in fact, the size of the
P.C. feed bin could be reduced to that of the K.E. receiving bin, since its sole
purpose is to provide an environment of sliding pressure during start-up. In this
configuration, the height of the Iockhoppers (approximately 20") is essentially
replaced by the Kinetic E_der casing, which is about 5" high, and the size of the
P.C. feed bin is reduced by 50 percent (10").

However, for the test case, it was felt that the preliminary general arrangement
should not affect the gasifier size, so the requirement to leave space for the 2 tph
Kinetic Extruder was dropped. Figure 4 shows the preliminary general arrangement
drawing of the 2 tph system installed in the coal feed system. It is believed that
the overall height of the 2 tph stack-up could be reduced. Therefore, with some
design compromises, a 2 tph test unit could be retrofit to the existing gasifier
island at a later date. "

A. PROCESS DESCRIPTION:

The equipment necessary for the 2 tph Kinetic Extruder is illustrated in Figure 3,
Process Flow Diagram D-O6851-O20001F-1 - Pulverized Coal 2 tph Kinetic
Extruder (Future). A similar PFD was developed for the char system, as well as
diagrams for the potential 30 tph configuration. Data sheets for the equipment
necessary to operate the 2 tph unit are contained in Appendix I.

Pulverized coal is fed from the existing receiving bin to an oversize screen, to
remove any particles which have exited the pulverizer mill, but are large enough to
cause bridging across the sprues. This screen will pass particles under 550
microns (over 30 mesh). The oversize particles are collected in a manually
discharged hopper with a storage capacity of 500 Ibs. The remainder of coal
enters a feed bin, sized for 1000 Ibs, or 15 minutes of maximum coal flow. This
storage is necessary to providu a smooth, uninterrupted flow to the Kinetic
Extruder should flow from the screen become irregular. Coal in this vessel is
fluidized, and discharged by gravity through a solids flow valve to the hub of the
Kinetic Extruder. The hub also receives control gas, to force pressurized coal from
the sprues through the nozzles. The hub is connected to a vent line, to remove
excess fluidizing gas and control gas, which leaks down through the sprues, from
the hub by means of a venturi eductor. The casing external to the rotor receives
deplugging gas, and is connected to a receiving bin via feed line and equalizing
line. This receiving bin is not necessary to operate the system, but will be
suspended on load cells so as to measure the system throughput. Coal is gravity
fed from the KE discharge bin to the existing p.c. feed bin, which also receives
coal from the lockhoppers.



The process for a Kinetic Extruder operating in the char feed system would be
configured similarly. The major difference is that char entering the system is
already pressurized, and the Kinetic Extruder has to feed across a barrier of only 40
psia. Because the feedstock is pressurized, the oversize collection tank for char
must be a pressurized vessel. The other difference in the char system is not one
of process, but mechanical design. Char and transport gas will reach temperatures
as high a.= 1000 F. The Kinetic Extruder itself must be designed to minimize
differenti-I expansion in this environment. Alternate seals must also be developed
for this application.

B. TECHNICAL ISSUES

In the course of developing this 2 tph system, a number of technical considerations
were investigated. Further development would be necessary if the system is
installed. It was originally planned to test the existing 2 tph machine at the
Springfield project in the coal feed system. The purpose of this test wduld be to
evaluate the design, materials of construction and scale-up considerations. After
reviewing this possibility, it became apparent that the existing machine would not
be suitable for such a test. In determining that a newly-designed machine would
be necessary for this program, the following technical issues were investigated.(6)

1. Temperature

The design temperature of the coal feed system is a major issue. Several coal
transport gasses were considered, including steam, air, nitrogen and flue gas. The
temperature of the coal wo_Id be 200 F or higher for any of the possible transport
gasses. If steam is used, the coal temperature must be maintained at 500 F to
prevent condensation. Lockheed's test unit operated exclusively with nitrogen as
the transport gas, and coal temperatures of 160 F. The seals used in this design
would not be reliable above 200 F. A new seal design would be needed. This is
not a major concern, since seals have been designed for higher temperatures. The
Crane Packing Company, Inc. has developed a seal capable of 930 F (3,4), but it
has not yet been tested.

The materials used in the present design would cause problems related to
differential expansion at higher temperatures, but it is believed that steel parts
could be successfully designed for 500 F. Another concern was the possibility of
coal devolatilizing at these temperatures. However, ABB CE has conducted tests
early in Budget Period 1 to characterize the design coal. These tests indicated that
the coal does not devolatilize at these temperatures.

It is now probable that the coal feed system would utilize nitrogen for transport,
rather than superheated steam. Maximum coal temperatures of ol,ly 200 F would
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then be expected. This is still at the outer limit for operating the present seals.
Differential expansion of components will be less of a problem at these
temperatures, but material specifications would still have to be n,odified in order to
design for prolonged life in an erosive environment. Even if nitrogen were used for
coal trar_sport, the char system would probably utilize high temperature gas, and
would stii! exhibit temperatures of up to 1000 F. If a unit were to be designed to
replace both the coal and char Iockhoppers, high temperature seals must be
developed.

2. Coal feed

Various method.s of determining flow through the Kinetic Extruder were examined.
It was suggested that building the feed hopper on weight cells, und periodically
stopping flow to the hopper to measure discharge rate would be a reliable method.
Torque on the rotor could be simultaneously measured, and since feed rate should
remain unchanged for any constant torque, a relation could be determined between
rotor torque and throughput. It was decided, however, to collect the unit's
discharge in a separate bin, constructed on load cells, and measure mass flow in
that manner. This discharge bin is already necessary to pressurize the Kinetic
Extruder casing during start-up.

It was also determined that maximum particle size should be 1/4 to 113 of the
nozzle size to avoid bridging. This requires the installation of a coal screen. The 2
tph Model 6 had a nozzle diameter of .087". So for a similar design, maximum
particle size should be about .025", or 550 microns (30 mesh).

3. Tum-down

ABB CE desired a turn-down to 10-15 percent of design flow. It seems that this
rate may be difficult. On Lockheed's model 6, they achieved 3:1 turn-down by
decreasing control gas pressure. Flow could be reduced by reducing rotor speed.
However, a minimum velocity is required to maintain the desired pressure
differential. If this velocity is to be maintained at low load, the respective velocity
at the d,=sign load would be very high, and therefore inefficient from a power
consumption standpoint.

4. Use of existing model

ABB CE examined the feasibility of purchasing the existing model 6 Kinetic
Extruder for testing in the Springfield Project. Previous concerns not withstanding,
it was reported that the unit was last operated with heavy, erosive materials, and
would need refurbishing. That statement seemed to suggest excessive wear or
damage.
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As a result from the testing on model 6, it was determined that a one year life
could be expected on all components if the unit were to be refurbished or a similar
one redesigned with materials shown to have more durability in the original tests.
This life expectancy is only valid for operation with coal at temperatures at less
than 200 F. However, the unit could be designed for higher temperatures.

5. Scale-Up

One of the predominant issues of this investigation was scale-up. There are
uncertainties involved with designing a full sized (25 tph) unit, based on data from
a 2 tph unit. The arithmetic relation between the size of certain components and
feed rate is not completely understood. Some of these issues are related to
aerodynamic considerations inside the rotor which must be validated through
testing.

It was recommended that development toward a 25 tph unit could best'be
accomplished by testing a 6 tph Kinetic Extruder rather than a 2 tph. In this size
range, even if assumed scale-up factors are inaccurate, the unit should still operate
well enough to analyze the problem. It may be the case that if thess assumptions
are incorrect and a 25 tph model is built, the unit might not operate at all. This
would make the error in design very hard to determine.

This suggestion would not be possible in the scope of the existing Springfield
project. The larger Kinetic extruder and its associated equipment would cost more,
as would the accompanying steel to support it. A 6 tph unit could also compose a
sufficient fraction of total coal flow to affect product gas reliability. In addition,
test data from a 2 tph unit may be needed to scale-up equipment for a 6 tph unit.

6. Cost

Based on rough designs completed by Dr. Bonin, a 2 tph test unit is expected to
have a 28 in. diameter rotor, weigh 4000 pounds, occupy a space 3 ft. x 3 ft. x 4
ft., and cost $300,000. A 30 tph unit would have a 54 in. rotor, weigh 10,000
lb., occupy a 5 ft. x 5 ft. x 6 ft. space and cost $700,000. In addition, a 1981
quote for 5 - 50 tph units for use in the Netherlands specified a cost of
$1,850,000 each for complete scope. ABB CE also developed a rough cost
estimate for in-house engineering and construction of a Kinetic Extruder. The cost
was found to be approximately one million dollars, irrespective of size. This cost
does not include related equipment such as vessels or piping. At this point in
development, any cost estimates should be viewed as very preliminary. In addition
to the aforementioned design considerations, cost would depend on who
engineered and built the unit (what aspects were subcontracted). In any event, a
test program with costs in this magnitude would be difficult to support in the
scope of the present Springfield project. A test program such as is described in
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this report would have to be funded under an agreement separate from the current
contract.

Vl. ASSESSMENT

To predict the success of the Kinetic Extruder as a coal feed device for pressurized
coal gasification, the system must be demonstrated in a long term test, such as
the future installation specified on the Springfield project. Long term testing (over
1000 hours) can answer questions on erosion of parts exposed to high speed
pulverized coal flow (sprues, nozzles), and life of seals exposed to high
temperatures and high rotating velocities. These are issues which could not be
addressed in the 300 hours of noncontinuous testing previously conducted. This is
an uncertainty that exists with any new coal feed technology.

Should it prove possible to design components with an acceptable life span for use
in an industrial plant, the system would boast several advantages over the present
Iockhopper system. The greatest of which is size reduction. In its present design,
the Iockhopper arrangement for the 600 tpd (25 tph) CE IGCC Repowering Project
requires nearly 2500 cubic feet of tank capacity, and occupies a volume of
approximately 37,000 ft _. A 25 tph Kinetic Extruder would occupy less space.
However, more significant spacial reduction can be realized at larger feed rates.
The volume of Iockhopper space for a given feed system will increase linearly with
feed rate. According to estimates by Dr. Bonin, the size of a Kinetic Extruder
would increase at a slower rate.

In addition, according to Lockheed studies, power required to spin the rotor
increases at a slower rate as well. As feeder throughput is increased from 2 tph to
50 tph, specific power required (hp/tph) drops from approximately 25 to 13. That
is, as feed rate increases by a factor of 25, power required increases by a factor of
13. (1,5)

At the 25 tph feed rate, this size advantage does not translate into capital savings.
The quoted cost for the present coal Iockhopper system is relatively equal to the
projected cost for a 25-30 tph Kinetic Extruder. The previous paragraphs indicate
that the Kinetic Extruder will offer capital savings over Iockhoppers for commercial-
scale units (50-100 tph). However, greater savings in both capital equipment cost
and associated structure cost could be realized if the Kinetic Extruder could be
implemented in the char reinjection system. The char Iockhopper system is much
larger than that of coal, representing the largest volumetric consideration on the
gasifier island. It remains unclear whether a Kinetic Extruder could be designed for
the high temperature environment of the char feed system. It is the belief of ABB
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CE that the potential savings resulting from successful operation of a Kinetic
Extruder warrants further investigation into the feasibility of a high-temperature
design.

In the event that installation of the Kinetic Extruder becomes economically
advantageous, the system will still exhibit disadvantages to the present design.
The 2 tph test version will use an expected 50 KW of auxiliary power, while a full-
scale model for the demonstration project will require 240 KWe, with a 75 tph
commercial-scale unit consuming 700 KWe. In addition, several components are
exposed to wear or fatigue, which will require periodic insp_.ction and/or
replacement. Sprues, nozzles and the inner hub of will exhibit some erosion, while
bearings and seals, exposed to high speed and temperatures will need replacement.
It should be mentioned the maintenance and replacement cost of the solids
handling valves in the present Iockhopper design are probably greater than the
equipment replacement costs of the Kinetic Extruder.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The Kinetic Extruder is a promising but unproven technology. With testing and
development, it has the possibility of representing capital savings in the pressurized
coal gasification process. Such development can only be achieved through long-
term operation. The only means of implementing such a program in an
economically advantageous manner would be to install a small-scale version of the
Kinetic Extruder parallel to the existing feed system on an existing pressurized coal
conversion unit such as an IGCC.

A stand-alone test unit would not be economically feasible. Since coal must be
continuously circulated through the Kinetic Extruder system for over 1000 hours,
the cost of power and coal would be very large. In an application such as a
parallel retrofit on an existing IGCC, coal used in testing would be consumed by
the conversion process, utilizing power and coal that was necessary for the plant's
operation.

This is the provision ABB CE intended to allow on the IGCC Repowering Project.
As a result of cost reduction measures, space allocation for this future installation
has been removed from the present design. However it is believed that a test unit
could be incorporated into this plant at a later date. It is the belief of ABB CE that
if a Kinetic Extruder could be designed to process char, such a test program would
be a worthwhile exercise.

ABB CE is also investigating alternate coal feed systems for the future, such as the
Dynamic Sleeve, Piston Type Coal Feeder. This design is an adaptation of the
piston cement pump, and can probably be designed for high-temperature
environments. Similarly to the Kinetic extruder, wear will probably be the
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predominant obstacle in design, and will also require long-term testing to determine
viability. Costs of this system are expected to be similar to that of the Kinetic
Extruder.
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IX. FIGURES

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 The Lockheed Kinetic Extruder

Figure 2 A Sample Kinetic Extruder System

Figure 3 Process Flow Diagram for 2 tph Kinetic Extruder °

Figure 4 Stack Up Arrangement of 2 tph System
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APPENDIX I

EQUIPMENT DATA SHEETS FOR 2 TPH KINETIC EXTRUDER SYSTEM INSTALLED
IN COAL FEED SYSTEM



AIB OCMIKI_EIEHR__D_I_, INC.

B3DIPI_T DKD_ -q_R_

_: _on _, Inc. B_u'n_ME_: PC
Extruder (2 t_)

_ON: CRL&P _ide Station _ NO. : PA-20-011

_-'v'ZSZQN: 2 _n_N'_r'l_: 1
PAGE: 1 of 3
BY: T_), MLK
_: 10/07/92

_ _z_:_._c_ (2 t_)

oPJ_T'zom_ R_aN: To feed 1:C_ PC_ Extzud_ _
FE-20-021 to t_ _ Eatrud_ _ B_n
FA-20-061. _e PCKinetic _ also
functior_ as a pre_muze seal at this point.

Pulverized uoal, steam

M_R DBSIGN

PRESSURE,psia
_IHU_ A_N. RIN.

_ 322 400
SZERM 410 450

_%_I_0R_ GAS _ kl_ A_N.

_EHP_AT[_E, F
_IHU_ 500 550
D_DGGIN_ _ 718 750
_%%NSPOR_ GAS _ 500 550

FLOW _, ib/hr
(30AL 4000 4500
DEPI.DGGING_ 20.0 22.5
_RANSPOR_ GAS V_2_T 400 450
SEAL _ GAS 620 700

_v'EEOPE: 40" X 21" X 32"

doesnut _'x_e spaueformotor
or spacefor cover_

WEI(_IT: 7474 ib

_C t4_K_: 50 ]0w
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ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING,INC.

EOUIPRENTDATA SHEET

CLIENT: CombustionEngineering,Inc. EQUIPMENT:PC Screen Feeder

LOCATION: CWL&PLakeside Station TAG NO.: FH-20-071

REVISION: 2 QUANTITY: 1
PAGE: ] of 1
BY: TGD, MLK
DATE: 9116192

PULVERIZEDCOAL SCREEN FEEDER

(For 2 tph Kinetic Extruder)

OPERATIONALFUNCTION: To meter pulverizedcoal from the receivingtank
FE-20-OII to the PC Screen FD-20-OII.

MATERIAL: Pulverized Coal
BULKDENSITY, lb/ft z

LOOSE 36
PACKED 44

SURFACEMOISTURECONTENT Negligible

PARTICLESIZE DISTRIBUTION 70% Thru 200 Mesh

WORKINGPRESSURE Atmospheric
PRESSUREDIFFERENTIAL

MCR DESIGN

TEMPERATURE,F 500 550
CAPACITY, ]b/hr 4,450 5000

OPERATION Continuous

Feeder must be able to turn down to a continuous feed rate of 1000 lb/hr.



ABBCORBUSTIONENGINEERING,INC.

EQUIPMENTDATASHEET

CLIENT: Combustion Engineering, Inc. EQUIPMENT:PC Coal Screen

LOCATION: CWL&PLakeside Station TAG NO.: FD-20-Oll

REVISION: 2 QUANTITY: ]
PAGE: 1 of 1
BY: TGD, MLK
DATE: 9J]6192

PULVERIZEDCOALSCREEN

(For 2 tph Kinetic Extruder)
4

OPERATIONALFUNCTION: To screen oversized PC From the PC Screen Feeder
FH-20-07]. Screened material passes to PC Kinetic
Extruder Feed Bin FE-20-02]. Oversized material
passes to Oversize Coal Collection Tank FA-20-051.

MATERIAL: Pulverized Coal
BULKDENSITY, Iblft3

LOOSE 36
COHPACT 44

PARTICLESIZE DISTRIBUTION
MATERIALTO SCREEN 70%Thru 200 Hesh, Top Size 80 Hesh
MAXIMUM SIZE TO PASS
THRUSCREEN, microns 550

MCR DESIGN

TEMPERATURE,F 500 550
MATERIALFLOWTO SCREEN, lb/hr 4450 5000

MATERIALFLOWFROMSCREENNOT
TO BE LESSTHAN, l b/hr 4000 4500



ABBCOMBUSTIONENGINEERING,INC.

EQUIPMENTDATASHEET

CLIENT: Combustion Engineering, Inc. EQUIPMENT:Oversize Coal
Col lection Tank

LOCATION: CWL&PLakeside Station TAGNO.: FA-20-05]

REVISION: 3 QUANTITY:1
PAGE: 1 of 2
BY: MLK
DATE: 10/07/92

OVERSIZECOALCOLLECTIONTANK

(For 2 tph Kinetic Extruder)

OPERATIONALFUNCTION- To cool solids retained from PC Scren FD-20-OII
and allow removal from KineticExtruder System.
Coolingwater from Slag Tank Water System
EA-30-021will be used.

MATERIAL: PulverizedCoal, Miscellaneous
BULKDENSITYSOLIDS, lb/ft z_ 45

PARTICLESIZE Material will be from a screen sized
to remove greater than 550 micron.

MCR DESIGN

TEMPERATURE,F ]50 550
STORAGECAPACITY, lb solids 445 500

DISCHARGERATE Manually controlled, TBD

COOLINGWATER
FLOW, lb/hr 632 692
TEMPERATURE,F

IN IO0
OUT 140

ENVELOPE 30" dia. 6'-3" high
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ABBCONBUSTIONENGINEERING,INC.

EQUIPMENTDATASHEET

CLIENT: Combustion Engineering, Inc. EQUIPMENT:PC Kinetic Extruder
Feed Bin

LOCATION: CWL&PLakeside Station TAG NO.: FE-20-021

REVIS ION: 2 QUANTITY: 1
PAGE: 1 of 2
BY: TGD, MLK
DATE: 10/07/92

PULVERIZEDCOALKINETIC EXTRUDERFEED BIN

(For 2 tph Kinetic Extruder)

OPERATIONALFUNCTION: To store coal from the PC Screen FD-20-OIIand
provide continuousflow to the PC Kinetic Extruder
PA-20-OII

MATERIAL: PulverizedCoal
BULK DENSITY, Ib/ft3

LOOSE 36
COMPACT 44

PARTICLESIZE DISTRIBUTION 70% Thru 200 Mesh

MCR DESIGN

TEMPERATURE,F 500 550
PRESSURE,PSIA 15 50
STORAGECAPACITY, 1b 1,000 1,300
DISCHARGERATE, lb/hr 4,000 4,500

SILO DISCHARGE Single hopper
HOPPERANGLE 26 deg. from vertical plane
FLUIDIZING STEAM Three elevetions
DISCHARGERATECONTROLLEDBY PC Kinetic Extruder PA-20-01]

TANKENVELOPE 24" dia. 4'-11" high



e_E 2 or2
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ABB COMBUSTIONENGINEERING,INC.

EQUIPRE]T[DATASHEET

CLIENT: Combustion Engineering, Inc. EQUIPMENT:PC Kinetic Extruder
Vent Eductor

LOCATION: CWL&PLakeside Station TAGNO.: EG-20-021

REVISION: 2 QUANTITY:1
PAGE: 1 of 1
BY: TGD, HLK
DATE: 10/06/92

PULVERIZEDCOALKINETIC EXTRUDERVENTEDUCTOR

(For 2 tph Kinetic Extruder)
4

OPERATIONALFUNCTION: To provide venting from PC Kinetic Extruder
PA-20-011 to PC Baghouse FD-20-021.

MATERIAL Steam

NCR DESIGN

INLET
FLOWRATE, lb/hr 400 450
TEMPERATURE,F 500 550
PRESSURE,psia arm atm

MOTIVATINGGAS
TEMPERATURE,F 718 750
PRESSURE,psia 410 450

OUTLETPRESSURE,in.wg 11 20



ABBCONBUSTIONENGINEERING,INC.

EQUIPMENTDATASHEET

CLIENT: Combustion Engineering, Inc. EQUIPMENT: Coal Extruder
Discharge Bin

LOCATION: CWL&PLakeside Station TAGNO.: FA-20-06I

REVI SION: 2 QUANTITY: I
PAGE: I of 2
BY: TGD, MLK
DATE: 10/06/92

COALEXTRUDERDISCHARGEBIN

(For 2 tph Kinetic Extruder)

OPERATIONALFUNCTION: To store coal from the PC Kinetic Extruder
PA-20-01I and discharge to the PC Feed Bin
FA-20-01].

MATERIAL Pulverized Coal
BULKDENSITY, lb/ft 3

LOOSE 36
PACKED 44

PARTICLESIZE DISTRIBUTION 70% Thru 200 Mesh

NCR DESIGN

COAL
TEMPERATURE,F 500 550
PRESSURE,psia 322 400
CAPACITY,I b 670 750
DISCHARGERATE, lb/hr 4,000 4,500

PRESSURIZINGSTEAM
TEMPERATURE,F 672 700

i PRESSURE,psia 410 450
CAPACITY, lb/hr 40 50

SILO DISCHARGE Single hopper
HOPPERANGLE 26 deg. from vertical plane

TANKENVELOPE 24" dia. 4'-11" high
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